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Selecting Participants

Quantitative research requires standardization of procedures and random selection of participants to remove the
potential influence of external variables and ensure
generalizability of results. In contrast, subject selection in
qualitative research is purposeful; participants are selected
who can best inform the research questions and enhance
understanding of the phenomenon under study.1,8 Hence,
one of the most important tasks in the study design phase is
to identify appropriate participants. Decisions regarding
selection are based on the research questions, theoretical
perspectives, and evidence informing the study.
The subjects sampled must be able to inform important
facets and perspectives related to the phenomenon being
studied. For example, in a study looking at a professionalism intervention, representative participants could be
considered by role (residents and faculty), perspective
(those who approve/disapprove the intervention),
experience level (junior and senior residents), and/or
diversity (gender, ethnicity, other background).
The second consideration is sample size. Quantitative
research requires statistical calculation of sample size a
priori to ensure sufficient power to confirm that the
outcome can indeed be attributed to the intervention. In
qualitative research, however, the sample size is not
generally predetermined. The number of participants
depends upon the number required to inform fully all
important elements of the phenomenon being studied. That
is, the sample size is sufficient when additional interviews
or focus groups do not result in identification of new
concepts, an end point called data saturation. To determine
when data saturation occurs, analysis ideally occurs
concurrently with data collection in an iterative cycle. This
allows the researcher to document the emergence of new
themes and also to identify perspectives that may otherwise
be overlooked. In the professionalism intervention example, as data are analyzed, the researchers may note that
only positive experiences and views are being reported. At
this time, a decision could be made to identify and recruit
residents who perceived the experience as less positive.
Data Analysis

The purpose of qualitative analysis is to interpret the data
and the resulting themes, to facilitate understanding of the
phenomenon being studied. It is often confused with
content analysis, which is conducted to identify and
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his is the second of a two-part series on qualitative
research. Part 1 in the December 2011 issue of
Journal of Graduate Medical Education provided an
introduction to the topic and compared characteristics of
quantitative and qualitative research, identified common
data collection approaches, and briefly described data
analysis and quality assessment techniques. Part II describes
in more detail specific techniques and methods used to
select participants, analyze data, and ensure research
quality and rigor.
If you are relatively new to qualitative research, some
references you may find especially helpful are provided below.
The two texts by Creswell 2008 and 2009 are clear and
practical.1,2 In 2008, the British Medical Journal offered a
series of short essays on qualitative research; the references
provided are easily read and digested.3–8 For those wishing to
pursue qualitative research in more detail, a suggestion is to
start with the appropriate chapters in Creswell 2008,1 and
then move to the other texts suggested.9–11
To summarize the previous editorial, while quantitative
research focuses predominantly on the impact of an
intervention and generally answers questions like ‘‘did it
work?’’ and ‘‘what was the outcome?’’, qualitative research
focuses on understanding the intervention or phenomenon
and exploring questions like ‘‘why was this effective or
not?’’ and ‘‘how is this helpful for learning?’’ The intent of
qualitative research is to contribute to understanding.
Hence, the research procedures for selecting participants,
analyzing data, and ensuring research rigor differ from
those for quantitative research. The following sections
address these approaches. T A B L E 1 provides a comparative summary of methodological approaches for quantitative and qualitative research.
Data collection methods most commonly used in
qualitative research are individual or group interviews
(including focus groups), observation, and document
review. They can be used alone or in combination. While
the following sections are written in the context of using
interviews or focus groups to collect data, the principles
described for sample selection, data analysis, and quality
assurance are applicable across qualitative approaches.
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TABLE 1

A Comparison of Qualitative and Quantitative Methodological Approaches

Research Component

Quantitative

Qualitative

1. Primary purpose

Determine outcomes

Understand phenomenon

2. Research question

‘‘What’’ questions; eg, ‘‘What is the impact of a new
educational intervention in professionalism?’’

‘‘How’’ and ‘‘why’’ questions; eg, ‘‘Why is a new program
in professionalism effective or not?’’ ‘‘How is it effective?’’

3. Selection of participants

Intervention and comparison groups; groups selected to
be equal or randomized (generalizability)

Purposive to ensure representation of important
elements of the research question; include outliers

4. Sample size

Determined a priori by power calculation

Determined when data saturation is achieved (through
data collection and analysis)

5. Analysis

Statistical, numeric

Interpretive, narrative

6. Research quality and rigor

Ensure quality of the data (validity) and of the data
analysis (reliability)

Ensure quality of the data (authenticity) and data
analysis (trustworthiness)

1. Deconstruction refers to breaking down data into
component parts in order to see what is included. It
is similar to content analysis mentioned above. It
requires reading and rereading interview or focus
group transcripts and then breaking down data into
categories or codes that describe the content.
2. Interpretation follows deconstruction and refers to
making sense of and understanding the coded data.
It involves comparing data codes and categories
within and across transcripts and across variables
deemed important to the study (eg, year of
residency, discipline, engagement of faculty).
Techniques for interpreting data and findings
include discussion and comparison of codes among
research team members while purposefully looking
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for similarities and differences among themes,
comparing findings with those of other studies,
exploring theories which might explain relationships
among themes, and exploring negative results (those
that do not confirm the dominant themes) in more
detail.
3. Reconstruction refers to recreating or repackaging
the prominent codes and themes in a manner that
shows the relationships and insights derived in the
interpretation phase and that explains them more
broadly in light of existing knowledge and
theoretical perspectives. Generally one or two
central concepts will emerge as central or
overarching, and others will appear as subthemes
that further contribute to the central concepts.
Reconstruction requires contextualizing the
findings, ie, positioning and framing them within
existing theory, evidence, and practice.
Ensuring Research Quality and Rigor

Within qualitative research, two main strategies promote
the rigor and quality of the research: ensuring the quality or
‘‘authenticity’’ of the data and the quality or ‘‘trustworthiness’’ of the analysis.8,12 These are similar in many ways
to ensuring validity and reliability, respectively, in quantitative research.
1. Authenticity of the data refers to the quality of the
data and data collection procedures. Elements to
consider include:
&

&

Sampling approach and participant selection to
enable the research question to be addressed
appropriately (see ‘‘Selecting Participants’’
above) and reduce the potential of having a
biased sample.
Data triangulation refers to using multiple data
sources to produce a more comprehensive view
of the phenomenon being studied, eg,
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describe results.12 In the professionalism intervention
example, content analysis of responses might report that
residents identified the positive elements of the innovation
to be integration with real patient cases, opportunity to
hear the views of others, and time to reflect on one’s own
professionalism. An interpretive analysis, on the other
hand, would seek to understand these responses by asking
questions such as, ‘‘Were there conditions that most
frequently elicited these positive responses?’’ Further
interpretive analysis might show that faculty engagement
influenced the positive responses, with more positive
features being described by residents who had faculty who
openly reflected upon their own professionalism or who
asked probing questions about the cases. This interpretation can lead to a deeper understanding of the results and to
new ideas or theories about relationships and/or about how
and why the innovation was or was not effective.
Interpretive analysis is generally seen as being conducted
in 3 stages: deconstruction, interpretation, and reconstruction.11 These stages occur after preparing the data for
analysis, ie, after transcription of the interviews or focus
groups and verification of the transcripts with the recording.
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TABLE 2

Conducting Qualitative Research: Summary of Key Elements

Activity

Key Elements

1. Selection of participants

2. Data analysis

3. Quality and rigor

&

Be clear on the research question(s), and select those participants who can best and most broadly
inform the question(s).

&

Recruit participants purposefully until saturation or thorough understanding of the phenomenon is achieved.

Includes 3 phases:
&

Deconstruction

&

Interpretation

&

Reconstruction

Includes ensuring:
‘‘Authenticity’’ or quality of the data and data collection

&

‘‘Trustworthiness‘‘ or quality of the data analysis

interviewing both residents and faculty and using
multiple residency sites and/or disciplines.
&

&

&

&

Using the appropriate method to answer the
research questions, considering the nature of the
topic being explored, eg, individual interviews
rather than focus groups are generally more
appropriate for topics of a sensitive nature.
Using interview and other guides that are not
biased or leading, ie, that do not ask questions in
a way that may lead the participant to answer in
a particular manner.
The researcher’s and research team’s
relationships to the study setting and participants
need to be explicit, eg, describe the potential for
coercion when a faculty member requests his or
her own residents to participate in a study.
The researcher’s and team members’ own biases
and beliefs relative to the phenomenon under
study must be made explicit, and, when necessary,
appropriate steps must be taken to reduce their
impact on the quality of data collected, eg, by
selecting a neutral ‘‘third party’’ interviewer.

2. Trustworthiness of the analysis refers to the quality
of data analysis. Elements to consider when
assessing the quality of analysis include:
&

&

Analysis process: is this clearly described, eg, the
roles of the team members, what was done,
timing, and sequencing? Is it clear how the data
codes or categories were developed? Does the
process reflect best practices, eg, comparison of
findings within and among transcripts, and use of
memos to record decision points?
Procedure for resolving differences in findings
and among team members: this needs to be
clearly described.

&

&

Process for addressing the potential influence the
researchers’ views and beliefs may have upon the
analysis.
Use of a qualitative software program: if used,
how was this used?

In summary, this editorial has addressed 3 components of
conducting qualitative research: selecting participants,
performing data analysis, and assuring research rigor and
quality. See T A B L E 2 for the key elements for each of these
topics.
JGME editors look forward to reading medical
education papers employing qualitative methods and
perspectives. We trust these two editorials may be helpful
to potential authors and readers, and we welcome your
comments on this subject.
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